Multiple Access （ TD-SCDMA ） and Code Division Multiple Access 2000（CDMA2000）systems operating in a macro cell environment is investigated. The deterministic analysis and simulation method are used to evaluate the performance compromising of both systems. Based on a more efficient calculation scheme, a novel deterministic equation is proposed and used to provide a better interpretation of the relationship between aggressor and victim in the interference system. The evaluation and simulation results show consistency with the corresponding experiment results. Furthermore, the interference characteristics of Omni-antenna and smart antenna in TD-SCDMA and CDMA2000 are compared, providing an important guideline to reduce the interference of two systems.
The specific form of interference is shown in Fig.1 The interference study is based on the coexistence of both modes [4] . Such coexistence can increase the capacity and provide great flexibility for operators. Some previous studies examined the coexistence of UTRA-FDD and UTRA-TDD systems in adjacent channels by hierarchically overlapping coexistence of micro TDD cell and UTRA-FDD cells sharing the same frequency allocation[5] [6] [7] . However, the coexistence of TDD and FDD systems operating in a macro cell environment and sharing the same frequency band has not been investigated yet. The focus of this paper is to estimate the capacity of such a coexistence of CDMA2000 and TD-SCDMA network and to evaluate its interference. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Deterministic analysis [2] is discussed in section II. Simulation methodology [3] and scenario are introduced in section III. Simulation results and analysis are given in section IV. Section V concludes the paper.
II DETERMINISTIC ANALYSIS

A. ACIR Approach[1]
Deterministic analysis is usually used to analyze the worse interference cases. Using this method, we will use minimum Coupling Loss (MCL) data as the result. Based on these data, the interference analysis between the third-generation communication systems can be obtained.
Based on link budget, deterministic analysis is used to evaluate the effect of the interfering system on a single link of the victim system. Since the traditional deterministic equation may easily mislead the beginners, a novel deterministic equation is developed here, which enable us to easily calculate the relationship between aggressor and victim in interference system with a clearer understanding than the previous equation.
We now introduce some methodologies before describing the detailed analysis. The above method mainly calculates the ACIR result, which is obtained by using ACLR and ACS values (as listed in Tab. 1). ACIR can be evaluated by:
The ratio of the transmitted power to the power measured after a receiver filter in the adjacent RF channel.
Adjacent Channel Selectivity (ACS) [2]: Adjacent Channel Selectivity is a measure of a receiver's ability to receive a signal at its assigned channel frequency with the presence of a modulated signal in the adjacent channel. ACS is the ratio of the receiver filter attenuation on the assigned channel frequency to the receiver filter attenuation on the adjacent channel frequency.
ACIR stands for Adjacent Channel Interference Ratio which is defined as the ratio of the transmitted power to the power measured after a receiver filter centered on the adjacent channels. From Eq. (1) Co-sited 55dB 110dB 55dB
As seen in Tab.3, since the ACIR requirement of cosited (or co-existence) is larger than that of the ACIR calculated between TD-SCDMA BS and CDMA2000 BS (54.9 dB is larger than 45.3 dB), the conventional layout can not meet the requirements of co-existence or costation.
B MCL Method
Traditional deterministic equation usually focuses on adjacent frequency, so the equation given in (2) may easily mislead the beginners. 
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Based on the combination of interference between systems, the overall interference can be calculated, and then the MCL is computed. Adjacent frequency interference, spurious interference, intermodulation interference is existing in the victim bandwidth. They deteriorate the quality of communication. Blocking is out of the receiving bandwidth and it generates interference system receiver saturation and obstacles to the communication.
Normally, there is a great difference between interference strength. The total interference power is dominated by the strongest interference power. Even in the most extreme cases, that each interference power value is almost equal, then total interference power will increase 6.02 dB, but still consistent with (3) and (4) As deterministic analysis is appropriate for the worst case, the probability of the worst case is low [5] . So MS to MS, MS to BS and BS to MS can use conventional layout. If there is interference, adjusting the position of BS and narrowing the distance and service radius of BS can reduce or avoid the interference. However, BS to BS interference requires high, co-existence and co-sited scenario that is difficult to satisfy. Thus, it needs to adopt the following improvement.
1: The level of technology needs improvement and ACIR of equipments needs upgraded, especially the ACS of the BS of CDMA2000.
2: It is shown that adjacent channel interference is caused by the deterioration of the sensitivity volume of CDMA2000 BS. Narrowing CDMA2000 BS base station service radius and spacing improves the uplink signal of the MS power to resist the TD-SCDMA BS strong adjacent channel interference.
In summary, when CDMA2000 system and TD-SCDMA system are deployed in adjacent frequencies, ACI is the important and major part of the total interference. SEI, IMD and Blocking are more relaxing than ACLR and ACS requirements relative to the adjacent frequency interference. So just considering these two systems, SCI can satisfy the coexistence requirement, and SEI, IMD and Blocking requirements can be satisfied.
III. SIMULATION SCENARIO
A Macro-cell Scenario [2]
Since for the macro scenario a hexagonal cell structure is assumed, Monte-Carlo method has been chosen for evaluation. Each Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation cycle starts with the positioning of the receiver station (disturbed system) by means of an appropriate distribution equation for the user path. The interfering (mobile) stations are assumed to be uniformly distributed. The density of interferers is taken as parameter. To start up we assume that only the closest user of the co-existing interfering system is substance of the main interference power. At each MC cycle the pathloss between the disturbed receiver and the next interfering station as well as the pathloss for the communication links are determined according to the pathloss formula given in the next clause. Depending on the use of power control the received signal level C at the receiver station in the disturbed system is calculated. Finally the interference power I is computed taking into account the transmit spectrum mask and the receiver filter. C/I is then substance to the statistical evaluation giving the CDF.
B Pathloss formula[2][8]
The pathloss calculation for the Macro Vehicular Environment Deployment Model is implemented to simulate the MS↔ BS case (10 dB log-normal standard deviation). Both 3000 m and 577 m cell-radii are considered. The simulation support an Omni directional pattern antenna. Considering TDD the mobile to mobile interference requires a model valid for transmitter and receiver antennas having the same height. In order to cover this case the outdoor macro model is based on path loss formula from H.Xia considering that the height of the BS antenna is below the average building height.
C Evaluation of FDD/TDD interference yielding relative capacity loss C.1 Definition of system capacity[9]
The capacity of the system is defined as the mean number of mobile stations per cell that can be active at a time while the probability that the C/I falls below a given threshold is below 5% [10] . All mobiles use the same service.
C.2 Calculation of capacity
A relative capacity loss is calculated as: per cell that can be activated at a time in the multi operator case, i.e. with adjacent channel interference originating in one interfering system in an adjacent transmit band.
IV. SIMULATION PARAMETERS, RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. Simulation parameters TD-SCDMA system and CDMA2000 system simulation parameters are listed in Tab. 8 User distribution random uniform distribution random uniform distribution
B. The process of simulation
According to scenario flowcharts, this paper uses the Monte-Carlo method and related software to stimulate the interference of TD-SCDMA system and CDMA2000 system. The Fig. 2, 3 and 4 show the simulation map, simulation parameters and simulation results, respectively. 
C. Simulation results and analysis
C.1 The work simulates interference of TD-SCDMA MS to CDMA2000 BS and is divided into three simulation cases.
(1) In the omni-directional antenna and smart antenna [11] [12], respectively (2) Changing cell radius but not changing base station distance.
(3) Changing base station distance but not changing cell radius [13] Simulation environment is the Macro-cell, and the whole area cell radius is 577m. There are three kinds of situations: the distance between operators is 0, 288 m and 577m, respectively.
In uplink, the number of users as a single TD-SCDMA system in 95% of the customer satisfaction degree reach 75%. According to data of simulation result, the graph can be drawn in Fig. 5 and 6 . (1) It can be seen that when ACIR increases, capacity loss continues to drop. The distances of BSs affect interference. For the same ACIR, the smaller are the distances of BSs, the smaller is capacity loss. As a result interference of systems is smaller.
(2) The two figures based on the use of smart antennas and omni-directional antennas are compared. For the same ACIR values, cellular capacity loss in using smart antenna is smaller than the cellular capacity loss in using omni-directional antenna. It illustrates that using smart system can inhibit interference of systems.
(3) Although the use of smart antennas can inhibit interference of systems, interference depression is still limited. A single TD-SCDMA terminal to CDMA2000 BS interference will have great inhibition in smart antenna. But the use of smart antenna can increase the number of TD-SCDMA terminals inside the cellar. Thus, improvement to overall interference of system is limited with smart antennas . Results: Visibly, with the cell radius increasing, interference of TD-SCDMA MS to CDMA2000 BS increases, too. When the cell radius increases, TD-SCDMA MS in the edge of service covering the area needs more uplink power. It will maintain edge communication of TD-SCDMA system, Thus, TD MS forms larger interference to CDMA2000 BS.
According to the extreme worst results calculated by deterministic analysis methods, a certain degree of interference exists in the adjacent frequencies in CDMA2000 MS to TD-SCDMA MS, CDMA2000 MS to TD-SCDMA BS and TD-SCDMA MS to CDMA2000 BS. These interferences can be avoided and narrowed by adjusting BSs relative position. Considering the MS distribution and power control, simulation calculation is used to calculate the probability of interference interrupting communication. It can be found that in the typical cases, when the devices meet the 3GPP standard requirement, the probability is relatively low. So long as the site engineering design can analyze adjacent frequency interference area according to specific situations and turn the interfering system to secondary area, the systems can meet the co-existence need.
However, adjacent frequency interference of TD-SCDMA to CDMA2000 BS is large, Monte-Carlo simulation and deterministic analysis results show that the conventional site engineering is difficult to meet the two systems co-existence when 3GPP standards of equipment are used. To achieve the two systems coexistence or co-sited, the following measures can be taken.
Measure 1: the frequency of the two systems is reasonably arranged and system frequency interval is increased. By increasing the frequency interval, the greater ACIR of two systems can be realized. It will reduce MCL requirements. Increasing frequency interval also facilitate additional filter to provide a greater isolation between transmitter and receiver.
Measure 2: It increases system frequency of interval, avoiding co-sited. If using Omni-directional antenna, it should try to keep the adjacent sites of the two systems in the same direction. Using the antenna, decoupling can increase coupling loss. If different systems must be cosited, antenna feeding system layout should be designed carefully. The methods such as spacing isolation and antenna decoupling are to be used to increase isolation loss between transceiver and transmitter.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we concentrate on interference analysis and coexistence study of TD-SCDMA and CDMA2000 systems operating in adjacent frequency bands. A thorough theoretic investigation and detailed system level simulation scenarios are presented. Most representative interference are evaluated. The results show that the interference between base stations is severe and some additional protection measures are needed. Meanwhile, TD-SCDMA system has the ability to resist interference to some extent, but it brings relatively severe interference to CDMA2000 system. It is also found that for TD-SCDMA system sites, different antennas and cell radius schemes have various impacts on CDMA2000 capacity, which should be carefully considered during TD-SCDMA deployment to ensure its coexistence with CDMA2000 system. 
